
REPORT OF THE CADELL SALE   4-10-2013 
 

At the Cadell’s 38th annual Border Leicester sale, buyers from Qld, Victoria and many parts 
of NSW attended. 
 
A 93% clearance of rams was the result. 
 
19 stud rams reached a top of $7500 to an average of $2225 
 
111 flock rams sold to a top of $1200 to an average of $864 
 
16 stud ewes sold to a top of $700 to an average of $325 
 
The top priced ram went to Gnadbro Past. Co., at Collingullie.  This ram was the first 
progeny of the Coolawang ram, 248-10 which was champion ram at the 2011 Horesham 
show and purchased by Cadell. This new sire is proving to be a great addition to the Cadell 
flock with the top priced ewe being by the same ram.  This ewe was purchased by Madelon 
Foletta from Seymour, Vic., who put together 5 ewes for the day. 
 
Ray Hall and Sons  from the Raywil Stud of Swan Hill paid $5000 for Lot 22. 
Anthony Tuck, from Narromine  bought 1 stud ram at $4000. 
Deleware past. Co., Brocklesby, bought 1 stud ram at $3000. 
The NSW border Leicester president, Mr Des Campbell, attended the sale and purchased 2 
stud ewes @$350  
W.J Stanley & Sons from Galong, NSW purchased 6 ewes. 
 
Flock rams were very keenly sought after with the top priced ram going to Poinsete Pty. Ltd 
from Coolamon for $1200. 
Noel and Peter Wilson who are regular buyers, from Ungarie, purchased 18 rams to a top of 
$1000. 
Other return buyers, Bill and Bruce Rollins from Rannock  purchased 14 rams to a top of 
$1000. 
The flock ram sale saw many return buyers, all eager to continue in the 1st X industry. 
 
The Cadell sale was conducted by Landmark and Elders in conjunction and the auctioneers 
were Peter Cabot and Joe Wilks. 
 


